44	THE BALLADS
of Scott's making. It has become a narrative of domestic
tragedy, with the story partially concealed: the lady herself
must have murdered the knight before taking another mate.
The ballad common-places, "white hause-bane", "bonny blue
een", and "gowden hair", are brought in with skill and in
fact rather too neatly. The last stanza, a powerful elegiac
coda, is based not so much on the intuitive sympathy with
nature as on a pathetic fallacy in the manner of literary
Romanticism: the hawk and the hound have gone out on
their business and in the finely conceived last couplet, the
wind blows for ever about the knight's bones. No one but
an antiquarian purist could object to this reshaping by Scott,
since the result is a ballad by any standards and it is good
poetry. Scott was one of the few learned poets who could
write brilliantly in the ballad manner, as "Proud Maisie."
and some of his other signed work proves. Nevertheless "The
Three Ravens'* in this reshaping has lost the quality it shared
with "Corpus Christi": instead of a rich symbolism, it has
only brilliant pictorial imagery: almost everything is on the
surface.
Throughout Child's collection there is a good deal of
sophisticated poetry of this kind. It appears in one of the
earliest ballad texts, "Robin Hood and the Monk" (119),
which opens like any courtly lyric of the Middle Ages: as in
the troubadour's poetry and at the beginning of the Canterbury
Tales, the spring season is first described, then the renewal
of the trees, then the birds, and finally by a kind of pathetic
fallacy, human beings.
In somer when the shawes be sheyne,
And leves be large and long,
Hit is full merry in feyre foreste
To here the foulys song:
To se the dere draw to the dale
And leve the hilles hee,
And shadow hem in the leves grene,
Under the grene-wode tre.

